DATE:

November 7, 2019

TO:

Board of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection

FROM:

Bradley Pfaff, Secretary
Lara Sutherlin, Administrator, Division of Trade and Consumer Protection

SUBJECT:

ATCP 94: Petroleum and Other Liquid Fuel Products; Rulemaking Scope
Statement

TO BE PRESENTED BY: Alicia Clark and David Woldseth
REQUESTED ACTION:
At the November 7, 2019 Board meeting, the Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
(DATCP) will ask the DATCP Board to approve the attached Statement of Scope (SS 071-19) for proposed
amendments to the current DATCP rule related to petroleum and other liquid fuel products. The DATCP Board
approved a joint scope statement for ATCP 93 and ATCP 94 in September 2013. Although DATCP initially
considered some changes to ATCP 94, DATCP did not formally present any such changes to its Board and
never held a public hearing on proposed changes to ATCP 94.
DATCP requests approval of a new ATCP 94 scope statement for two main reasons: first, the nature of the
industry has changed since September 2013; second, the current scope statement will expire in February 2020,
per Wis. Stat. § 227.135 (5), and approving a new scope statement will effectively reset the calendar and permit
more time for a thorough discussion of the rule.
A scope statement spells out the general purpose and scope of a proposed rule. DATCP may not begin drafting
a proposed rule (including a proposal to amend or repeal an existing rule) until the Governor approves a scope
statement for the proposed rule and the DATCP Board then approves the scope statement. In accordance with
Wis. Stat. § 227.135 (2), the Governor approved this scope statement for permanent rule changes on July 29,
2019, thereby allowing DATCP to submit this scope statement for publication and to seek approval of the scope
statement by the DATCP Board.
DATCP shared this draft scope statement informally with identified stakeholders on November 12, 2018, gave
three weeks for comment, and received no comments during that time. DATCP formally published this draft
scope statement in the August 5, 2019 Wisconsin Administrative Register and filed a copy with the Department
of Administration (DOA) at least 10 days before the Board is asked to approve the scope statement. After
publication, the Joint Committee for the Review of Administrative Rules required DATCP to hold a public
hearing on the scope statement under Wis. Stat. § 227.136 (1). The Board approved the public hearing notice at
its October 21, 2019 meeting as required by Wis. Stat. § 227.136 (2). The Department held the hearing on

Friday, September 6, 2019, and it permitted public comments until Monday, September 23, 2019. DATCP only
received one comment on the scope statement; that comment is attached. DATCP did not act upon the
comment because it addressed the substance of the rule itself, rather than the scope statement.
If the Board approves the scope statement, the Department will thereafter begin work to draft the permanent
rule. Approval of a scope statement is just the first, preliminary step in a lengthy process for enacting permanent
rules. The Board will have at least two future opportunities to review the proposed rule. First, the Board must
approve a hearing draft rule before DATCP may hold public hearings on the rule proposal. Second, after the
public hearings have been held, the Board must again approve the final draft rule before DATCP may adopt the
rule. The permanent rule will only take effect after the final draft has been approved by the DATCP Board,
approved by the Governor, approved by the legislature via the legislative review process, and adopted by the
Secretary.

September 20, 2019
David Wolseth
WI Department of Agriculture,
Trade and Consumer Protection
2811 Agriculture Dr.
Madison, WI 53708
SS 071-19
Dear Mr. Wolseth,
The American Petroleum Institute (API) and its member companies who do business in the
State of Wisconsin would like to provide these comments regarding the recent Ch. ACTP 94
Scope Statement. We strongly encourage the department to consider these following issues of
concern to the industry as the agency moves forward with a draft rule:
1. Allowance of the base (i.e. BOB) or blend (after blending with ethanol) testing to
demonstrate conformance with ASTM standard D4814-19 or latest published
version. We want WI to align itself with most surrounding states (MN, MI, IN, ND, SD) to
allow free exchange with other states and delivers unconstrained supply to WI
consumers with fit for purpose gasoline. Moving to a blend only state makes gasoline
harder to make and harder to supply without providing the consumer with better
performance or additional environmental benefits.
2. There needs to be a recognition and allowance of the 1 psi vapor pressure waiver for
gasoline ethanol blends E1 to E15 outside the Federal control period May 1 (terminal),
June 1 (retail) through Sept. 15.
3. Studies have shown that engine performance in vehicles is virtually the same between
base or blend vs. blended gasoline.
4. Making gasoline under a blended requirement cost more to make. These costs
inevitably get passed on to consumers. Also, gasoline refiners could opt to make
cheaper base or blend gasoline and bypass Wisconsin in favor of state with the less
restrictive fuel specification requirements.

5. An API recent study shows that the average per gallon gasoline price in IL from January
2017 to July 2019, minus taxes and fees, are .09 cents per gallon higher than the
average equivalent price in WI during the same period. This means IL consumers paid $1
billion more in gasoline purchases then Wisconsin motorists over this time period. While
the fuel specification requirements in both may not be the sole reason for the price
differential, certainly it is a factor that should be considered by the department.
6. Two refineries in Minnesota, Marathon and Flint Hills Resources, and the Husky refinery
in Superior, WI currently use the base or blend option when making gasoline. These
refineries supply a substantial amount of gasoline to both Wisconsin and Minnesota.
Changing to a blended requirement will increase refining costs, and in the case of Husky
as it is a small refinery, it may be significant.
I want to thank the department for the opportunity to submit these comments on behalf of API
members. We look forward to sitting down with the Weights and Measures Division staff to
have a more thorough discussion on these issues.
Sincerely,

Mr. Erin T. Roth

